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We improve some results on uniqueness and stability in the determination of the 
coefficient a in the equation (i) div(a grad u) =0 in 9, when all possible pairs of 
Dirichlet and Neumann data on dQ are known. We also treat cases of anisotropic 
equations. Our method relies on the construction of solutions to (i) having an 
isolated singularity with prescribed asymptotic behaviour. ‘t 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
In this paper we deal with the inverse problem of determining the coef- 
ficient a = U(X) > 0 in the elliptic equation div(a grad u) = 0 in Sz when the 
so-called Dirichlet to Neumann operator A, : u 1 iiR + ~(a/&) u 1 L?R is given. 
Here Q is a bounded domain in R”, n>2, and v is the exterior normal 
t0 ai-2. 
We will mainly treat questions of uniqueness and stability (that is, con- 
tinuous dependence on the data) for the boundary values of a and of its 
derivatives. Results of this kind are useful to infer uniqueness and stability 
for the interior values of a. 
Kohn and Vogelius [KVl, KV2] proved that if as2 E C’ and a is 
piecewise analytic in 0 then A, uniquely determines CI. Sylvester and 
Uhlmann [SUl] proved that if n 2 3 and ilsZ E C”, then A, uniquely deter- 
mines a in C”(G). 
Here, as by-products of our results, we obtain that, if 6X2 and a have 
Lipschitz regularity, then A, uniquely determines a among all the piecewise 
analytic perturbations of a (that is, all the functions b = a + cp with 
piecewise analytic cp, see Corollary 1.1). 
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Moreover, exploiting results due to Nachman, Sylvester, and Uhlmann 
[NSU], we obtain that, if n k 3, then /1, uniquely determines a in 
W2* “(Q), the class of functions having bounded second order generalized 
derivatives (see Corollary 1.2). 
Our main result can be stated as follows (Theorem 1.3). 
(I) Let a, b E Lip(G), if b - a is C” in a neighborhood qf dQ then A, = A, 
implies D”a = Dqb on dQ, for eoery multiindex r,~, (q 1 6 k. 
Moreover we have the .following stability estimate (Theorem 1.2). 
(II) [f a, b E Lip(o) and b -a is Ck+’ in a neighborhood of &I2 then 
(a) )IDq(a-b)llLx,cm,dConst llA,-A/ibll~~~1,‘,~-l’,, hk$p- 
,=O~+j’ 
for every multiindex 9, 1 v 1 <k, 
Here the norm acting on /i,- Ah is the operator norm for linear 
operators: Zf’;*( XJ) -+ H- ‘.“( SQ). 
In Theorem 1.4 we extend the above results (I) and (II) to certain 
anisotropic equations: div(A grad u) = 0. It is well known that, in general, 
the Dirichlet to Neumann map n ,A : u I dR + (A Du . v ) 1 dR cannot determine 
uniquely the matrix of coefficients A. Here we adopt a restricted viewpoint: 
we seek A of the form A(u(x)), where A = A(t) is a differentiable one 
parameter family of symmetric positive definite matrices, and a is a scalar 
parameter depending on the space variable x. One extra assumption seems 
necessary in our method: the function t + A(t) must be monotone, that is, 
for every t, (d/dt) A(t) must be a positive definite matrix. 
Let us notice that, in the isotropic case, (I) was proven with F-smooth 
a, b and dS2 by Kohn and Vogelius [KVl]. The estimate (a) with 1 q 1 = 0 
was proven by Sylvester and Uhlmann [SUZ], in fact their proof holds for 
coefficients which are just continuous. In case 1 r] 1 = 1, an estimate like (a) 
was proven in [A], but a higher regularity on a, b was required. 
Our argument can be sketched as follows. Let ( ., ) be the dual 
pairing between H’;‘(aQ) and HP’ *(aQ). Then, using the definition 
of the Dirichlet to Neumann operator and by its selfadjointness, for 
every u, L’ E H’(Q) satisfying, in the weak sense, div(a grad u) =O, 
div(b grad L’) = 0 in Q, we obtain 
(b) 5 (a-b)Du.Dv=((A,-/l,)u,o) R 
(see [A, Lemma 1 ] for an analogous formula). 
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Let z, be any point at distance O(o) from a, with (T small, and let us 
continue a, b in a neighborhood of 8, containing z,. We will construct 
solutions U, u having an isolated singularity at -rO of arbitrary high order, 
more precisely we will obtain 
Du . Dv = 0( 1 x - z,, ( -‘K), in Q, 
with K > n - 1. 
Now, if A,= Ab, then we have 
I (a-b) Du.Dv=O, R 
and letting 0 + 0, any continuous derivative of (a - b) is forced to vanish 
on c?K~. 
Let us remark that Isakov already made use of singular solutions for the 
determination of discontinuities in the coefficient a from A, [I], however, 
only Green’s function type singularities were needed for his purpose. 
Isolated singularities for elliptic equations have been widely studied in 
the past; see for instance [GS, Bl, J, Ma]. The main objective of these 
studies has been the classification of singular solutions. However, for our 
purpose, the converse viewpoint, the one of existence, is necessary. The 
spirit of Theorem 1.1 below is the following. 
Let L = (~/~x,)(a,(x)(~~~x,)) b e an elliptic operator with sufficiently 
smooth coefficients and let h be any solution to uu(x0)(a2h/dxidx,) =0 
having an isolated singularity offinite order at x0, then there exists a solution 
u to Lu =0 with isolated singularity at x0, which is asymptotic to h as 
x + x0. 
A result of this kind has been proven by Marcus [Ma], but only for 
analytic coefficients, here instead we give a proof for Lipschitz continuous 
coefficients aij (in fact a little less suffices: aiiE W1.p with p > n, see 
Theorem 1.1). 
Section 1 contains the statements of the main results. 
In Section 2 we prove the results about the existence of singular solu- 
tions. 
In Section 3 we prove the results on the inverse problem. 
1. STATEMENTS OF THE RESULTS 
We consider elliptic operators 
in BR={x~(W’*~~x~<R}, (1.1) 
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where the symmetric coefficient matrix (aJx)) satisfies 
1-l IrI’<a,(.~)5,5,<~ IQ”, for every s, 5, x E B,, 4 E Iw”, (1.2) 
and 
II 0, II w~.P(B,) G 6 i,j= 1, . . . . n, (1.3) 
here p > n and A, E are positive constants. Note that (1.3) implies that the 
coeflicients au are Holder continuous with exponent 1 -n/p. 
For simplicity we will assume a&O) = 6,, in fact this situation can always 
be achieved by a linear change of variables. 
Here and in the sequel, we will denote by Dk, k positive integer, the set 
of all derivatives of order k, in particular, D = gradient, D* = hessian 
matrix. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Singular Solutions). Let L sarisf~l ( 1.1 t( 1.3). For eueq 
spherical harmonic S, of degree m = 0. 1,2, . . . . there exists 
UE W;;f(B,\{O}) such thar 
Lu=O in BR\ (0 1, (1.4) 
and furthermore 
u(x)=log 1X1 s, 6 
( 1 
+ w(x), when n = 2 and m = 0, 
( > 
(1.5a) 
u(x) = Ixy2-“-” s,H -y + w(x), 
I *IT I 
otherwise, 
where w satisfies 
I w(x)l + 1x1 (Dw(.x)l <C I.~yl~~“-~+‘, in B,\(O), (1Sb) 
0 ) 
‘P 
1 D’wlP <CT n - m + il + ap , for ever)’ r, 0 < r < R/2. (1.5~) 
r< 1’1 <?r 
Here a is any number such that 0 <a < 1 -n/p, and C is a constant 
depending only on a, n, p, R, i, and E. 
Remark 1.1. Note that if the hypothesis ~1,(0)=6~ is removed, then 
(1.5a) must be replaced by 
4x1 = log I Jx I so 




where J is a symmetric matrix such that J=x/(a,(0))-‘. 
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Let S2 be a bounded domain in R” with Lipschitz boundary 852, and we 
denote by v(x) the exterior unit normal vector to kX2 which exists for 
almost all x E SQ. 
We denote by $2, = {.x E 0 1 dist(.u, cX~) < r) the r-neighborhood of SQ 
in Q. 
For any positive UE L”(Q) we define A,: H”2(iiB) -+ H-‘!‘(&J) by the 
formula 
(A,~,rp)=~~aDu~Dv, (1.6a) 
where cp is any H’(Q) function and u is any H’(B) solution to 
I a Du.D$=O, for every $ E H;(Q). (1.6b) R 
Note that, if u E C’(Q), then A,u = a(~?/&) u, almost everywhere on iX2. 
Note also that (1.6) implies that A, is selfadjoint. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Stability at the Boundary). Let a, b satisfjl 
O-cl-‘<u(x), b(.x)di, for every 21 E Sz, (1.7) 
II a II wl.~(cz), II b II w~.P(Q, G E, for some p > n, (1.8) 
then we have 
II a - b II LqPn,dCl lln.-n,ll,,,,~.,~I2,. (1.9) 






Here C, depends only on n, p, 52, 1, and E, while C, depends only on 
a, k, r, n, p, Sz, R, E, and E,. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Uniqueness at the Boundary). Let a, b satisjjl (1.7), (1.8). 
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Suppose that a - b E C”( 8), where U c B is a neighborhood of some point 
y E &2. Then A, = A, implies 
Dja=Dib on d&?nD, for all j < k. (1.12) 
COROLLARY 1.1 (Piecewise Analytic Perturbations). Let a, b satisjj 
(1.7), (1.8) with p = a (i.e., a, b E Lip(o)). Suppose that Q can be parti- 
tioned into a finite number of Lipschitz domains, (A,}, = ,, ,,,, N, such that 
a-b is analytic on each zj. Then A, = Ah implies a = b in all of Q. 
COROLLARY 1.2 (Global Uniqueness and Stability). Let n 2 3, let I(, b 
satisfy! (1.7), and also 
then we have 
where the function o satisfies 
o(t)dCIlogtl~“, for every t E (0, 1 ), 
and C is a constant depending only on n, Q, II, and E, and 6 E (0, 1) depends 
only on n. 
Remark 1.2. In a private communication, C. Kenig has kindly pointed 
out to the author that he and D. Jerison have proved a result which seems 
to yield the global uniqueness when n Z 3 and a E JV2,p(Q), p > n/2. Their 
argument is based on estimates due to Kenig, Ruiz, and Sogge [KRS]. See 
also [Cl. 
Let us recall that the original global uniqueness result by Sylvester and 
Uhlmann was proven for aE C”(S). The stability result has been pre- 
viously proven for coefficients having bounded H”(Q)-norm, with 
m>2+n/2 [A]. 
We define the Dirichlet to Neumann operator A, associated to the 
anisotropic equation div(A grad u) = 0, in the same way as in (1.6) by just 
replacing the scalar coefficient a by the matrix A. Note that if A is 
symmetric than AA is selfadjoint. 
We consider a differentiable, n xn symmetric matrix valued function 
[,I -I, A] 3 t --f A(t), satisfying the conditions 
A-’ Ii’l*<A(t)t.r,<l I<[*, forevery 5, t, <EIR”, tE [A-‘, A], (1.13) 
I A’(t)1 GE, for every t E [A -I, 11, (1.14) 
A’(t)t.<aEP’ 1<12, forevery ~,t.~~R”,t~[~~‘,A]. (1.15) 
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THEOREM 1.4 (Anisotropic Coefficients). Let a, b satisf], ( 1.7), ( 1.8) and 
let A (t ) satisfy ( 1.13)-( 1.15 ). We haoe the foflowing results. 
(I) The following estimate holds: 
where C, is as in Theorem 1.2. 
(II) If, for some k >, 1, 
II A II c”([i-l. j.1) 6 E/c, 
II a - b II ck+z(~,) . <Ek, 
(1.17a) 
(1.17b) 
then we have 
IIDk(A(a)-A(b))llL~,iin,~C, Il/i.~~n,-/iAlh~ll~,HI~,H-~~,, (1.18) 
where &, Cz are as in Theorem 1.2. 
(III) If AEC~([~L~‘,IZ]), and a-bECk(D), where UcG is a 
neighborhood of y E a&?, then AA,o, = A,,,, implies 
D’A(a) = DjA(b) on arm D, for all j < k. (1.19) 
(IV) Suppose that AEP([;~-‘, A]), a, b satisfbl (1.8) with p= oc, 
and a - b is piecewise analytic in Q (in the sense of Corollary 1.1 ), then 
A Alo) - Aa,tJ, implies A(a) = A(b) in all qf Q. 
2. EXISTENCE OF SINGULAR SOLUTIONS 
We start with three lemmas. We consider the case n 3 3. The case n = 2 
could be treated with minor modifications, or by specific two dimensional 
methods, like the theory of pseudo-analytic functions; see for instance 
WI. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let u E Wf;,“( BR\ { 0} ), p > n, be such that, for some positive s, 
forevery XEB,\{O), (2.1) 
> 
Up 
lLulP < A rniP - ‘, for every r, 0 < r < R/2. (2.2) 
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for every x E BR\ { 0 1, (2.3a) 
for et1er.v r, 0 < r < R/4. (2.3b) 
Here C depends only on A, n, p, E,, and E. 
Proof Straightforward consequence of interior Schauder estimates 
in Lp: 
See for instance [N, GT]. 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let f E LP,,( BR\, (0)) satisfy 
forevery r,O<r<R/2, (2.4) 
with 2 < s < n <p. Then there exists u E WF$‘( BR\, { 0} ) sarisfj,ing 
Lu =L in B,\(O), (2.5) 
and 
lu(x)l dC(x12-s, for every x E B,\ {0}, (2.6) 
where C depends only on A, S, n, p, R, 1, and E. 
Proof: Let us assume in addition f E L”(B,). We consider 
u(x) = s WV, v)f (I’) b, (2.7) BR 
where G is the Green function associated to L in B,. Clearly u satisfies 
(2.5). Now we prove (2.6). As is well known (see, e.g., [MI, Chap. IV]) we 
have IG(x,y)j dC(n,l)(x-yl’-“, for every X#J. Hence 
Idx)l s CCI, + ZJ, 
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where 
I, = 
s ,x,.‘2<I~,<R l-~-Y?,2-n If( dq’. (2.8b) 
Here, and in the sequel, we will make use of the following observation: 
if f satisfies (2.4), then, by HBlder’s inequality, we have 
i rcl.L<Zr I~I”lf(u)ld’?,~C(~,s,n,A)~ I 
Now if 1 y 1 < 1 s l/2, then 1 x -y I B I x1/2, hence 
‘<
1 yIp-'dy. (2.9) 
I .I1 <2r 
Note that if we continue f to 0 outside of B,, then (2.4) holds also for 
r > R/2. Therefore we have 
I, 6 5 ,~r,;2<I~,<21~r, I-x-y12-“‘f(y)ldy 
+ci j b--YIZmmn If( 4J 
/(=* 2qr1<1 rl<2~+‘lrl 
(1 
I;p’ Up 
< I *XI - .Y I(2~-ilIP’ & . If(Y 4 
lxl:2<lvI<Zl.rl > 0 Ixl;Z<IJI<Zl.v > 
+cf j I YIZP” If( 4G 
k _ , 9 I .Y I < I .L’ I < 2k + ’ I .‘: I 
and here p’ = p/( p - 1). Therefore by (2.4), (2.9) 
(2.10) 
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Hence (2.6) follows. It remains to remove the extra hypothesisfe L “(B,). 
Let us set 
r N, when .f‘> N, f.v= .tt when I f I 6 N, -N when f-c-N. 
Let u,,, be the corresponding function obtained by (2.7). Now, each u,~ 
satisfies Lu,=f, in B,, and the estimate (2.6) with C independent of N. 
Therefore, by interior LP-Schauder estimates {u,~} is uniformly bounded in 
WF;f( BR\ (0) ). We take u as the limit of a weakly converging subsequence 
of {zI,~}. Such a limit satisfies both (2.5) and (2.6). 1 
LEMMA 2.3. Let s > n be a non-integral real number. Let f satisJ\’ (2.4) 
ttith p > n. Then there exists u E Wf;E( BR\, (0) ) such that Au = f in BR\ (0 )- 
and (2.6) holds \t*ith C depending only on A, s. n, p, and R. 
Proof: We rephrase arguments in [Bl, Ma]. Let I-(X-J)= 
- c,, 1 x - J’ I 2 ~~ ‘! be the fundamental solution for the Laplace operator in 
R”. We see that, for 1 J* I < I .Y 1, 
f(.x-y) = -c,z f I )‘I’ i=. jX)i+n-2 c:“-2)2 
(’ 1 
-.- 
,:q 1-l, ’ 
(2.11) 
where Cj” - 2),2 are Gegenbauer polynomials (see [El). It can be shown 
that, for I p) < 1, ) Cj”P2”2(p)l <Constj”-‘, where the constant depends 
only on n (see for instance [CF; E, 315( 13)]). We define, for V= 0, 1, 2, . . . , 
Note that 
A,f,.(.u, v) =6(x -,I), for .u#O. (2.12) 
Recalling the cut-off argument exploited in Lemma 1.2 we can assume in 
addition f E L’” (B, j. We set 
u(x) = J f,(+v, y)f’( Y) dy, (2.13) BR 
where v= [s] -n. By (2.12) we have Au=f in B,\(O). In order to obtain 
(2.6) we split the integral in (2.13) as 
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where I, is the same as in (2.8) and satisfies (2.10), while the terms I,, Z, 
are given by 
As in Lemma 2.2 we can continue f to 0 outside B, and hence we have, by 
(2.91, 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Consider, in BR\ {O 1, 
We seek IV satisfying (1.5) and also 
Lw= -LH, in B,‘\(O). 
Now note 
-LH=(d-L,H=(6,-on,~.-~~. 
. I -.I 1 .I 
Therefore, setting p = 1 - n/p, we have 
> 
LP 
lLHIP < C(E, R) rBpm-“. 
Take u be any irrational number, 0 < c( </I, and set, for K= [m/a]‘+ 1, 
where ~~~~ is the solution to do, =f given by Lemma 1.3 when f = - LH, 
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and, inductively, rt’, is the solution to dtz)=f given by Lemma 1.3 with 
f = (A - L) wm ,, j = 1, . . . . K - 1. Note that we obtain, for every 
j=o, . . . . K- 1, 
1 ,Vi / Q c 1 .y ) 2 n ‘)’ + ’ ’ + ’ ) 1) 
Consequently, we define W, as the solution given by Lemma 2.2 to 
L W, = f with f = (A - L ) 1~~ , . Such W, satisfies 
1 W~(S)I~C).~I2~‘~-~‘~+(~+‘)~~CI.~~2--)J+~, 




c Ln;, + L w, 
,=o 
=(~~~A\t~i)-(~~~ (A-L)w;)+LWK= -LH, in B,“,,(O), 
and also 
Iw(x)l <cl.Yy12-“-‘n+x. 
The estimates on D~v, D2rv follow from Lemma 2.1. 1 
3. STABILITY AND UNIQUENESS 
We have assumed that &2 is Lipschitz, and hence the normal vector field 
v may be discontinuous on 82. It is convenient to introduce a new unitary 
vector field G defined on a neighborhood of &2 such that: (i) c is C” 
smooth, (ii) P is non-tangential to SQ, that is, for almost every x E (7Q, 
C(X). V(X) 2 C> 0, where the constant C depends only on Q. 
For any X’ E &2, let us set Z, =x0 + a?(~‘), and we will have 
Cadd(;,, dQ)<a, for every fJ,OdfJdO”, 
where cr” and C depend only on Q. 
Now, fixing R > 2 diam Q, we can continue a, b to BR(zO) in such a way 
that 
O<;i-I<<, b<X, in BR(zI?), 
II a II wl.pcBR(zn)j, II b II ~.p(tl,qc;~)) d ~5 
where 1, E depend only on i, E, R, and R. 
The following lemma is a consequence of Theorem 1.1. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let a, b satisfy (1.7), (1.8). For every non-negative integer m 
there exist solutions u, 1’ E W2.p(Q) to 
div(a grad U) = div(b grad D) = 0, in 52, (3.1) 
satisfying 
IDuJ, )DtlJ <CJ.~P-Z~J’~~-~, foreoer]? xESZ, (3.2a) 
Du.&lb I~y-~~12-2’n+‘nJ, for ever)- .uEQ,such thar lx-zz,I dr,. 
(3.2b) 
Here r0 and C are constants depending only on 1, E, Q, n, p, and m. 
Proof For simplicity we can set z-o = 0. By Theorem 1.1 it suffices to 
find a spherical harmonic S,,, such that 
This is a trivial task when n = 2. Let n 2 3 and choose S,(x/l xl) = 
AC: -2’i2(x-,,/I x I), A = const # 0, where C’E- ‘j’*(t) are the same Gegen- 
batter polynomials appearing in (2.11). 
Note that formula (2.11) can be used to show that 1 x lZP,t~~“rC~ P2”2 
(x,/l s 1) is a homogeneous harmonic function of degree 2 - n - m. Setting 
t = x,,/l x 1 we have 2 
=A* I?C12-*(n+m) (2-n-m)‘(C~~2”2(t))’ 
+ $Cy*(t) ( 
2 
>> . 
We must prove that CL ~~ 2)!2(t) and (d/dt) Cc- 2’.‘2(t) cannot vanish 
simultaneously for any t, ( t 1 < 1. Let us notice that CE -‘)“*( +_ 1) # 0 and 
also that Cc-z’ir solves the equation 
(t2-1)\~‘+(n-1)~~‘-m(m+n-2)M~=0 
(see [E, 3.15(7) and 3.15(21)]). Now, by the Cauchy uniqueness theorem, 
for any t, I t( < 1, we have (d/dt) Cz-“!*(t)#O when C~-2’!2(t)=0. 1 
In the sequel we will make use of the following inequality. A proof will 
be given at the end of this section. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any f E C’ +“(a), 0 < c1< 1, we have 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. We start by proving (1.9). Let x0 E CM2 be such 
that I(a-b)(.u”)l = Il--hllLLfilRl, and set, for convenience, (a - h)(x’) > 0. 
We have, for every x E 8, 
II a - h II L,(~R,=(a-b)(.un)~(.-b)(~~)+Cl.~-~~o/~’, p = 1 - n/p. 
Now we apply the formula (see (1.6) and the following remarks) 
(a-h)Du.Dtl= ((A,,-AJl4, ~7). (3.4) 
which holds for all U, u satisfying (3.1). We choose the solutions U, u given 
by Lemma 3.1. Setting p =ro and using (3.2), we obtain, for any o<p/2, 
+ II .4,- Ah IILIH’~. W’?l II ~4IIH’+D) II L’lIH’:(m 
> 
. (3.5) 
Note that, possibly adding suitable constants to u and r, we can assume 
s s 
24= 11 = 0, 
R R 
(3.6) 
and, therefore, by (3.2a), 
$ C I log ah-0 I , when n=2 and m=O, 
co2 -II ~ 2m> otherwise. 
(3.7) 
Now we have 
when n=2 and m=O, 
otherwise, (3.8) 
i 






B,,,= ) R Ix-z,12-2(n+m) Ix-.x,(~ 
” r7 
< 
c, when n=2 and m=O, 
co2 ~ II ~ 2-1 f 8, otherwise. 
Hence, choosing for instance m = 0, (3.5) yields 
where o(a) is infinitesimal as G + 0, and (1.9) follows. 
In order to prove (1.11) we will show that (1.10) implies 
6,=fp- 
i=ocC+i’ 
forevery j,O<j<k. (3.10) 
The estimate (1.11) will follow from (3.10) and an iterated use of (3.3). 
We proceed by induction on k. For k = 0, (3.10) is given by (1.9). Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that there exists x0 E XI such that 
Any x E a,, can be uniquely represented as x = J -S:(Y), with )’ E LX2 
and O<s<a,. Note also Cs<d(x,aQ)<.r, I~-.? <CI,x-x”I. Hence, 
for every s < min {co, r}, we have, by (l.lO), 
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Hence using again formula (3.4) and the solutions U, 11 given by 
Lemma 3.1, we obtain for p = min ( CT~, Y, y0 >, (r d p/2, 
Now we see that, for every m > (k - 1)/2, 
*(n+mll (d(x, ,jQ))k>&‘-” +h+k, (3.13) 
and furthermore 
Recalling (3.7), (3.9), and the induction hypothesis, we have 
Now, choosing m large, 
(3.14) 
and optimizing with respect to 0 we obtain (3.10). 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. It suffices to prove 
$+b)=O on aGnU, for all j d k, 
and we can proceed by induction on k. By contradiction let x0 E &2 n U be 
such that (- l)k (@/@)(a--)(x0) >O. We can find p >O such that for 
every ?I E Q n B&z,) we have x = J - s3( y), .Y E itQ, and 
(a-b}(x) > L ( -dk ak - - (a - 6)(x0). 
‘2 k! di+ 
Rephrasing the arguments leading to (3.12) we obtain, by the induction 
hypothesis, 
Therefore by (3.13) we obtain 
which, for m large, is infinitesimal as (T + 0. 1 
Proof of Corollary 1.1. We rephrase an argument due to Kohn and 
Vogelius [KV2]. We collect the ,4;s into layers Lk by the contruction 
Lk = U (Aj c Q, ~, \8A, n asz, ~, has non-empty interior in aQ2, _, }, 
k = 1, 2, . . . , 
Rk=&-,\Lk, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
Clearly ULI, = Q. We will prove iteratively that a = b on Lk. On L,, 
a = b by Theorem 1.3 and by analytic continuation. Hence A, = Ab implies 
s (a-b)Du.Du=O Ql 
for all U, v solving div(a grad U) = div(b grad o) =0 in R. Since a, b are 
Lipschitz continuous we can use the Runge approximation property (see 
[KV2, Mi, Chap. III, Sect. 191) and deduce that the above identity holds 
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for all solutions u, v in any neighborhood of 0,. Therefore we can make 
use of the singular solutions in Lemma 3.1 and again by Theorem 1.3, 
obtain a = b in Lz. We can repeat the procedure for all L,‘s. m 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. This proof can be obtained as a straightforward 
adaptation of the method employed in [A] in combination with the results 
in [NSU] (especially Lemma 2.2, which replaces Lemma 2 in [A]) and 
Theorem 1.2 above (which replaces Proposition 2 in [A]). 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We just sketch the proof of (I) and (II) in order 
to point out the modifications of the proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 and 
of Corollary 1.1 which are needed. 
We start once more from the formula 
! (A(a) - A(b)) Du. Do = ( (AA,a, - A,4tb,) u, TV), (3.15) R 
where u, LI are two arbitrary solutions to div(A(a) gradu)=div(A(b)gradv)=O, 
respectively. As in Theorem 1.2 we choose x0 such that a(.~“)- b(x’) = 
II a - b I( LX,iin, and z. = x0 + oF(xO). We fix u, v having a Green function 
type singularity at z,: 
Here J,= ,,/(A(a(x’)))-‘, J,=Jm. We can proceed as in 
the proof of Theorem 1.2 and obtain the following analogue to (3.5): 
s [J;(A(a(x’)) - A(b(x’))) J;(x - =,,)I . (x - zo) Bpl=.)nR 
x 1 J,(x-z,)l -* 1 J,(x- zO)l -’ 
lA(a)-A(b ) I/ x - za 1 2 2n 
Here the right hand side can be estimated as before. Note that, by (1.13) 
and (1.15), 
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where C depends only on n, A, and E. We obtain, by (1.14), 
II A(a) - 4b’ll L=(sR) G E II a - b II v(m) 
d c (44 + II AA(U) - AA@, II L(H12. H-1 ?,:T 
where o(cr) + 0 as Q + 0, and (I) follows. 
In order to prove (II) we show, by induction on k, that 
GC Il~,,,,-~,,*,II~,H~~.H~~~)~ forevery j,O<j<k, (3.16) 
in fact the use of Lemma 3.2 and the Ck-smoothness of A(t) yield (1.18). 
Considering x0, z, as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, we choose 
u(x)= I Jb(~-z0)12-n-mSm +O(Jx-zZ,I*-n-m+x), 
where S,(x/l x I ) = CL ~ 2)i2 (x,/l x ( ), as in the proof of Lemma 3.1, and 
J,, Jb are as above. It is easily seen that 
(Du-Du( G’((x-~,I’-~-~ Ia(b(x’)l + Ix-z~I~-‘-“‘+~), 
moreover we can use the mean value theorem 
[(A(a)-A(b))Du].Du=(a-b)[A’(c) Du].Du, 
c(x) = u(x) + t(x)(b(x) - u(x)), 0 < t(x) < 1, 
and the monotonicity assumption (1.15). Hence we can rephrase the 
arguments leading to (3.14) and eventually obtain (3.16). 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. By the use of a partition of the unity on tX2 and 
of smooth changes of variables, we can reduce the proof of (3.3) to the 
proof of the inequality 
IIDf II L”(T) G c + llfI&+,"' Ilf ll$q$ (3.17) 
L=(r) 
where r and G are defined by 
r= {xElR”I IxiJ <p, i= 1, . . . . n- l,x,=F(x’)}, 
G=(x~R”~(x~(<p,i=l,..., n-l,O<x,,~F(.x’)}, 
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and F= F(x,, . . . . x,,- ,), 1 xi1 <p, i= 1, . . . . n - 1, is a positive Lipschitz 
continuous function. 
We can further reduce the problem to the case n = 2. In fact (3.17) is 
forevery i= 1, . . . . n- 1, (3.18) 
and here only two variables are relevant. So let us pose n = 2 and let us 
prove (3.18). 
For any two points (x,, F(s,)), (y,, F( J,)) E f, x, #y,, we have 
.f(~,, f’(.v,))-Ax,, W,)) 
x~F(x,+f(y,-X,))().,-X,)df. 
I 
Note that the first integrand is continuous with respect to f, therefore 
there exists z, = I, + r( ~9, -x,), 0 < r < 1, such that 
here L is the Lipschitz constant for F. We obtain 
By the arbitrariness of J, we can choose Ix, -y, I to be any number h, 
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